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Devroye Instruments is a medical device company based in

Brussels, Belgium, and New York, USA. Our company sells hair

transplant devices all across the world. For the past four years,

Dr Jean Devroye has been providing hundreds of high-quality

devices for the Hair Restoration Society.



We are committed to lead the highest industry standard and

contribute to the hair transplantation worldwide. 

Precision

We are committed to providing the most innovative product with

customised solution to improve customer experience.

Innovation

We are striving to provide the best hair transplant instruments

with superior performance.

Quality

We are always striving for excellence, which is why we provide a

wide range of hair transplant equipment that is powered by the

most advanced technology. We focus on hair restoration by

offering the most innovative devices that cater to your business.

We Care About 



WAW FUE System

A system sharp enough to dissect the epidermis and dull

enough to isolate the follicular unit from the adjacent tissue

with a minimal rate of transection.

The WAW FUE System, by reducing both missing grafts and

transection rate, gives 10% more hair in comparison with a

sharp punch.



The WAW FUE motorised device and hybrid punches

developed by Dr Jean Devroye is unique among equipment

designs, it's one of the most effective devices and techniques

available today. There is no other that consistently produces

top quality grafts, minimises wounding and minimises

transection.

We Design What’s 

Best For You



As a true third hand, the WAW FUE Foot Pedal enables the

doctors to an FUE surgery with great precision, exactly like

pure manual work.

You can adjust the oscillation speed and angulation freely

with the support of the foot pedal and mobile application.

Quality & Precision



Lower Transection Rate
The Serrated Hybrid Tornado Punch

shares the advantages of both sharp

and blunt punches in one. You can

work deeper and with less trauma to

the surrounding areas. 

 

 

Custom-made 
Motor & Handpiece
The Serrated Hybrid Tornado Punch perfectly

fits into the Nouvag autoclavable handpiece,

which provides excellent support. When both

are combined with a Nouvag motor, the FUE

surgery proceeds with ease.



WAW Wireless FUE System

A perfect balance between technology and human touch.



The new WAW Wireless FUE System was created by

considering the main challenges faced by surgeons

nowadays, the new version of the app allows surgeons to

perform at a higher level by selecting different settings. The

perfect combination of the rotational and oscillatory motion

with just the time and speed you need, with a lightweight

handpiece for the perfect results, and a practical charging

station that allows charging multiple handpieces at the same

time.  

Perfecting The Art of Hair

Transplant Surgery



Wireless Control

The new lighweight WAW Wireless Handpiece is connected

to a more complete computing system, allowing a more

flexible command and providing more freedom of

movement.

Available in different colours

 



High-Quality Graft
The new WAW  Hybrid Tornado Punch

shares the advantages of both sharp and

blunt punches in one. The new system

makes your grafts less transected,

chubbier and richer.  

 

 

A Third Hand
A  more stable WAW Wireless

Pedal with a full control on all

the characteristics of

movements such as rotation,

oscillation, and vibration. 

The previous NOUVAG Handpiece

is compatible with the new WAW

Wireless FUE System.



Simple Dismantle
& Autoclavable

The global system is composed of mainly seven different

pieces, allowing a faster and easy sterilisation of the device.

 

Multi-Phase Function
The speed, angulation, rotation,

and oscillation settings are

selected through the app

application. With the new

function of Transection & Graft

Counting, for more reassuring

quality control.



The WAW Wireless Charging Station for the handpiece

makes our WAW Wireless FUE System absolutely free of

wires and allows the surgeon to always have one or more

reserve motors that are interchangeable with the

handpiece sleeves.

Revolutionary
Wireless Charging
Station
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